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Abstract. To overcome the difficulties of efficient scalable numerical algo-

rithms implementation on multicomputers with a large number of computing 

nodes, LuNA system is being developed. LuNA automatically generates a code, 

related to communications, resources management and dynamic workload bal-

ancing, thus simplifying construction of parallel programs. To examine the effi-

ciency of numerical model implementation, created with LuNA, a real applica-

tion of a three-phase (oil, water and gas) fluid filtration simulation is studied. 

The application algorithm is parallelized and implemented using LuNA and 

conventional MPI-based approach. A comparative performance testing of the 

two implementations is done. The results show that LuNA implementation is 

easier to develop, but its efficiency is significantly lower than the efficiency of 

MPI program, but manual tuning of the program execution makes its efficiency 

comparable to that of MPI program. 
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1 Introduction 

Implementation of large-scale numerical models on supercomputers is challenging, 

especially for non-experts in system parallel programming because of the necessity of 

having program tune and scale to available resources, to dynamically balance work-
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load and to organize a huge number of computing nodes in parallel computations. 

Hence the effort put into study and development of parallel programming systems and 

tools which simplify parallel programs construction (see: PaRSEC [9], libgeodecomp 

[10], Charm++ [11], KeLP [12], LuNA [7–8, 13]). Although the systems automate 

construction of parallel programs, the efficiency of the programs is hardly as high as 

the one of conventional hand-made MPI-based programs. Thus, it is important to 

examine the efficiency of such programs against MPI-based programs in case of real 

applications. The objective of this paper is to compare the efficiency of implementa-

tion of the solution of a 3D boundary value problem for three-phase (oil, water and 

gas) fluid filtration simulation with LuNA system against the efficiency of conven-

tional MPI-based implementation of the same algorithm. 

The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the application prob-

lem and the parallel algorithm of its solution. Section 3 contains a brief description of 

LuNA system. The paper is ended with performance tests and conclusion. 

2 The Problem of Filtration and its Parallel Solution 

2.1 The Problem and the Sequential Algorithm 

A three-phase fluid filtration process is described by a system of three differential 

equations which define the change of pressure Pl and saturation Sl, l{o,w,g} for each 

fluid phase (oil, water and gas) in space-time coordinates for dimensionless variables 

[1-4]. The ratio in relation to pressure and saturation and initial and boundary condi-

tions are added to the system. 
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To solve the system (1) an iterative method with implicit pressure and explicit sat-

uration is used [2]. For this, the first three equations of the system are summed and, 

using the fourth and fifth ratios of the system (1) the obtained equation is solved in 

relation to the gas pressure. The resulting equation is reduced to the implicit differ-

ence scheme, then solved by the scheme of Douglas and Rachford [5]. 

Each time step comprises three intermediate steps, each being an iterative process. 

At each iteration the following is computed: 

1. The gas pressure is determined by the tridiagonal matrix algorithm (TMA) [6]; 

2. Oil and water pressures are computed from the ratios Pg − Po = Pcog  and Po −

Pw = Pcow; 

3. Oil and water saturations are found using the first and second differential equa-

tions, while the gas saturation is found from the ratio Sw + So + Sg = 1. 

The iterative process of each intermediate step ends when the convergence condi-

tion is satisfied. At each iteration step, the value of pressure and saturation from the 

previous iteration step, previous intermediate step and previous time step are used. 

2.2 Parallel Algorithm 

We propose the following parallel algorithm. The 3D mesh of the size Nx×Ny×Nz 

is partitioned in one direction (1D decomposition), one subdomain for each process. 

Each subdomain is extended with shadow edges of size 1. At the beginning, the de-

composition is made in z direction with the subdomain of the size 

Nx×Ny×(Nz/size+2). 
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Shadow edges 
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Repartitioning 

 

Fig.1. Scheme of computations: six intermediate steps repeating each two time steps 

(a and b); stars denote communications 

 

Such decomposition allows computing two intermediate steps without any com-

munications. After each two intermediate steps, mesh redistribution is required with 



the direction of partitioning changing from z to y, then from y to x, then from x to z, 

and so on. After each third intermediate step, shadow edges exchange is performed. In 

such a way, the full cycle takes two time steps or six intermediate steps (see Fig. 1). 

2.3 Algorithm analysis 

The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is the possibility to employ sequen-

tial implementation of the TMA. Other parallel methods such as Yanenko method 

[15], pipelined Thomas method[16] or parallel cyclic reduction method [17] contain 

communications within each iteration step. 

This advantage comes with the price of global collective all-to-all communications, 

necessary for repartitioning. Also, it is known that 1D decomposition is not too much 

scalable, since the whole subdomain with the minimal width of 1 must fit into the 

memory of a computing node, as well as the number of computing nodes cannot ex-

ceed the mesh size in any direction. For the listed methods there is no such limitation. 

3 LuNA Language and System of Fragmented Programming 

LuNA (Language for Numerical Algorithms) is a language and a system of parallel 

programs construction, being developed in ICMMG SB RAS. Its objective is automa-

tion of construction of parallel programs which implement large-scale numerical 

models on distributed memory multicomputers with big number of computing nodes. 

Its theoretical basis can be found in [14]. 

To effectively automate parallel program construction, LuNA employs a distinctive 

model of computations to represent an application algorithm, which is called Frag-

mented Algorithm (FA). Unlike MPI-based programs, FA consists of lightweight 

processes, called Computational Fragments (CF) which are basically calls of conven-

tional pure functions. Data of an application are represented by immutable data blocks 

called Data Fragments (DF). values of DFs are computed by CFs from other DFs 

called output and input DFs, respectively. FA is executed is accordance with the data-

flow model by LuNA run-time system. 

Using FA to represent an application, the algorithm has a number of advantages for 

the benefit of the user: 

- FA is independent of multicomputer configuration and thus portable and tunable 

to any resources available. Neither multicomputer size nor its heterogeneity or net-

work topology has to be considered by the user. 

- Due to the absence of side effects CFs and DFs can be transparently moved by 

run-time system from one computing node to another to implement dynamic work-

load balancing or automate communications. 

- Creation of FA requires no parallel programming as such, the user’s role is cut 

down to sequential programming of pure functions with a conventional programming 

language and description of the sets of DFs and CFs in basically functional LuNA 

language. In particular, no communications, synchronizations or resources manage-

ment are to be coded. 



Currently, LuNA system is implemented as a prototype. FA described in LuNA 

language is interpreted by the run-time system which invokes the user`s sequential 

procedures encapsulated in a traditional dynamic load library according to informa-

tional dependencies described in FA. Thus, implementation of a coarse-grained paral-

lel algorithm mainly consists of native code execution and minor system overhead. 

On the contrary, fine-grained FA is likely to have poor performance due to run-time 

system overhead. The LuNA run-time system is designed to scale to multicomputers 

of any size, because it only employs scalable distributed system algorithms with 

neighbor-only communications (in sense of network topology). 

Similar to other dataflow models, FA can be executed in a number of scenarios, 

different in terms of resources distribution, CFs execution order, etc. The choice of 

the best (or at least a good) scenario is a computationally hard optimization problem, 

which is a serious obstacle to achieving high efficiency of computations. To partially 

overcome it, LuNA employs the recommendations concept, which allows the user to 

manually tune FA execution by specifying preferred resources distribution scheme, 

CF execution partial order, etc. in terms of event-driven computations. Despite the 

necessity to concern efficiency issues the user still only has to describe the desired FA 

behavior, not to program it. 

4 Performance Tests  

Performance testing was conducted on ‘MVS’ supercomputer of Joint Supercom-

puting Center of Russian Academy of Sciences, which comprises nodes with dual 

Xeon E5-2690 processors and 64GB RAM per node. The MPICH3 implementation of 

MPI and GCC was employed. 

Performance tests were conducted on a series of experiments, which determine 

weak scalability of an implementation. That is, for different problem sizes, the growth 

of the problem size increases proportionally to the number of computing nodes. 

While, ideally, the time measured would be the same for all experiments, since the 

amount of computations per node is approximately the same, in real life, time increas-

es due to the growing length of communications and other impeding factors. 

That is what we see in Fig. 2 (the X axis is the number of cores and the corre-

sponding mesh size) for the MPI implementation, which we consider the best, since it 

does not possess the overhead a run-time system implies. The impeding factor here is 

the above-mentioned global all-to-all communications. It also can be seen that LuNA 

implementation is approximately 200 times slower, than MPI, while LuNA with man-

ual tuning (LuNA-fw) is approximately 10 times slower. 



 

Fig. 2 Weak scalability testing: dependency of computation time on problem and multicomput-

er sizes 

Despite the lower efficiency of FA execution, FA development and debugging is 

easier since no communications, synchronization or resources allocation are to be 

coded. 

 

5 Conclusion 

A comparative efficiency analysis of a three-phase fluid flow ("oil-water-gas") 

numerical model implementation with LuNA system and MPI is performed. The 

study shows that LuNA system simplifies algorithm implementation, but the efficien-

cy is poor, unless LuNA-program execution is manually tuned using corresponding 

LuNA system means. 
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